
Rooms full of life.

Lindura® wood flooring

www.meister.com

WoRld pRemieRe



Hd 300 | Rustic oak 8410 | brushed | naturally oiled
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Lindura –
 a strong character.

Nothing is as powerful as an idea whose time has finally come. With Lindura, 

MEISTER is now presenting another innovation that was developed in-house. 

The wood powder technology turns a normal wooden floor into a unique high-

tech wooden floor. The world premiere combines real wood covering layers 

with wood powder and is once again testimony to the enthusiasm with which 

we constantly develop new floors over and over again.

The real wood covering layers with their wealth of cracks, knot holes and 

pores provide the perfect conditions for a secure connection to the natural 

wood powder material. The result is lively to rustic, brushed and naturally oiled 

planks with fascinating, previously unseen looks and remarkable toughness – 

in fact real characters.



Hd 300 | Clay grey rustic oak 8411 | brushed | naturally oiled
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                     A strong character. 
   Unique. Beautiful! 

LINDURA® | Wood flooRing



Hd 300 | Clay grey rustic oak 8411 | brushed | naturally oiled
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  Real wood 
with depth.

Lindura stands for a distinctive rustic nature, as knots, cracks and wooden 

pores are emphasised particularly due to the unique production process. 

Naturally oiled and with a rich play on colours, each plank is a greeting from 

nature and is not just tough but also unique from every perspective thanks 

to the fine wood powder content.



Light, medium brown and dark colours in naturally-oiled surface 

finishes create accents with this floor thanks to their extremely 

natural character. 

A lively atmosphere. 
      fine rustic nature.

Skirting board profile 11 PK

Plain white gloss 324 (decorative film)
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Hd 300 | Rustic oak 8410 | brushed | naturally oiled



Hd 300 | Black washed rustic oak 8412 | brushed | naturally oiled
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Hd 300 | Black washed rustic oak 8412 | brushed | naturally oiled

Top  
   performance.

The used look Lindura planks blend superbly into a rustic setting

and create special accents in modern interiors. The tough floors

gain maturity and a sheen during the course of their life and are 

therefore also ideal for rooms with heavy wear.

Skirting board profile 2 PK | Black washed oak Nature 1137 | oiled



      Two strong
characters ...



 Lindura opens up  

        a new dimension  

   in the sustainable use 

      of valuable raw materials 

              and in the toughness 

 of wooden planks.

     I am particularly fascinated 

           by the very special look 

        that results from this 

        production process. 

    You cannot even really describe it, 

     you have to actually see it.

Johannes Schulte shapes the history of Meis-

terWerke unlike anyone else. His love of wood, 

his passion for the best possible solution 

and his joy in perfect craftsmanship regularly 

produces innovative products. Boundless 

enthusiasm lies behind his spirit of invention. 

He recognised the potential of wood powder 

technology very early in terms of the sustai-

nable use of wood resources with improved 

toughness at the same time.

The fusion of innovative technology and 

natural raw materials produces a fascinating 

combination in Lindura. Wood powder is a 

material mix made from fine wood fibres and 

other natural additives which was invented by 

the Swedish company Välinge. MEISTER was 

the first company in the world to develop a 

manufacturing technology for series produc-

tion in order to be able to offer innovative 

floors based on wood powder. 

Johannes Schulte, 

managing director meisterWerke Schulte gmbH

»

»

Weartec nature surface 

(naturally oiled)

Real wood covering

Hdf middle layer

Wood powder backing

Wood powder layer

lindura – multi-layer structure:
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    An idea that stands out – 
with solid arguments.
   lasting beauty.

High-tech 
       meets nature.

Lindura is the name for a new floor in the real wood flooring range from  

MEISTER that is based on wood powder technology. A real wood covering layer, 

wood powder, an HDF middle layer and wood powder backing are permanent-

ly fused together under pressure and heat. Resulting in floors that are tough, 

pleasantly warm to the foot, resistant and easy to clean. The lively to rustic 

real wood covering layers made from oak and larch give Lindura a particularly 

natural appearance.



... at a glance.



Award-winning! 
 Quality from meiSTeR.

meiSTeR warranty

We are so convinced of the quality of our Lindura wooden floors that we give you a 

20-year warranty on them. A MEISTER floor is a floor which you will love for many, many 

years to come because it is so easy to clean and has such a high-quality appearance and 

excellent durability.

Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

general building supervision permission

granted by the German Institute for Building Engineering (DIBt).

Ce mark

MEISTER Lindura wood flooring complies with all European health and safety regulations.

made in geRmanY

We are firmly rooted in our location and see it as much more than just the name of where 

we come from. For us, "Made in Germany" also means top quality standards.  

It is our daily challenge to meet these.

The Blue angel

The result of our responsible choice of materials and modern production processes 

is that all MEISTER floors carry the Blue Angel – the world's first and most well-known 

award for environmentally friendly products and services. This means you can be sure 

you are choosing a low-emissions, ecological floor.

Real Wood

Naturally authentic: With our Lindura wood flooring you are bringing the authenticity of 

a natural wood surface into your home.

lindura®

Wood powder technology produced under the license of Välinge.
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Welcome to  
        meisterWerke.

We have been passionately developing and making products for rooms full of life for many years. At our 

company headquarters in Rüthen-Meiste, in the beautiful region of Sauerland, it is our daily challenge 

to perfect these and therefore ensure the greatest benefit for our customers.

Our love of innovation is evident in everything: in our huge range, in our company  

and in the way we work together. Always collaboratively and fairly but also purposefully and reliably. 

Our company motto is: a MeisterWerke masterpiece every day!

As a family-run company we also think about future generations. That's why respect  

for nature and natural resources is a matter of course for us. We place great importance on envi-

ronmentally sound origin and short transport routes when choosing our materials. Independent 

test institutes verify that the materials used are harmless. Resulting in products that combine top 

quality, maximum comfort and a great feeling year after year. For your rooms full of life.

LINDURA® | QUaliTY

Innovative products and system solutions 

are always the result of teamwork at 

MeisterWerke.
Link to MeisterWerke: 
www.meisterwerke.com

The careful selection of materials and 

decor guarantees the best result.

Our products undergo extensive quality 

tests on their way to becoming the per-

fect interior design object.
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 Lindura – 
for all phases of life.

Tough
Lindura loves challenges and takes high heels at a party just as 

much in its stride as football boots that you can even leave on after 

the match. What is more: through everyday use the floor acquires a 

sheen over time that accentuates the used look of the planks even 

more.

durable
A comparison test in our laboratory clearly shows: A metal ball drop-

ped with 4000 newtons of pressure leaves behind a clearly visible 

dent on standard parquet. With Lindura wood floors there are hardly 

any traces to be seen.

Standard parquet MEISTER Lindura wood flooring



Healthy living

Lindura is a natural product, all the raw 

materials used are carefully selected and 

are subject to regular tests in our labs. 

The installed floor regulates humidity and 

ensures a healthy living climate. It is parti-

cularly hygienic thanks to it being easy to 

clean and maintain. As a result this high-

tech wooden floor allows for environmen-

tally-friendly and healthy living.

easy to clean

Regularly cleaning Lindura is the easiest 

thing imaginable with care products from 

MEISTER: simply dilute the right product 

from the MEISTER parquet care range 

for naturally oiled surfaces in water for 

maintenance cleaning. The floor is cleaned 

and polished in one work step. Follow-up 

treatments like refreshing floors with the 

Weartec Nature surface treatment are 

recommended to preserve their quality 

and with the first signs of wear. For 

this the floor is simply re-oiled 

using the appropriate care pro-

duct after intensive cleaning.

energy-saving

Thanks to the special product structure, the 

thermal resistance of Lindura is particularly 

low at 0.084 m² K/W combined with the 

MEISTER Silence 25 DB insulating under-

lay. With a floating installation, the floor 

covering on top of a hot water underfloor 

heating should also not exceed the limit 

of 0.15 m²K/W laid down by regulations* in 

order to quickly transport the heat supplied 

to the surface.

*  Federal Association of Surface Heating  
and Surface Cooling.

 Lindura – 
healthy for living 
  and easy to clean.



     Renovation-friendly! 
   lindura in 
château plank format.
Convincing arguments speak in favour of Lindura from MEISTER:

|   the high-quality, carefully selected materials, 

| simple installation, 

| easy cleaning

|  unique look and

|  special carrying capacity.

lindura formats

Lindura is available in two attractive plank formats, which are also suitable 

for renovations with their low installation height of 11mm. 

lindura gradings

Thanks to wood powder technology, the crack, knot and pore fillings are 

given a totally new, fine look that could never be achieved as authentically 

using standard filling techniques.

2200mm

2600mm

Hd 300 
 
Width 270mm

 
 
Width 320mm
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The special touch: 
 rustic! 

This grading provides a rustic appearance with 

an interesting play on colours and structures. 

Healthy distinctive knots are not limited in their 

diameter or frequency. The natural and raw cha-

racter of the floor is emphasised by larger knots 

and varying degrees of cracks, which are indivi-

dually filled using wood powder technology. 

First impression: 
  lively! 

In this grading we deliberately offer surfaces 

with strong colours and structures, which em-

phasise the wood's natural character. Healthy 

distinctive knots and splints are part of the ove-

rall lively image. Knot holes and cracks are filled 

perfectly using wood powder technology.



Intelligent quality  
through and through.

Easy, fast and safe to install – this applies to all our Lindura floors. Click systems 

that are configured to the floor's respective characteristics and the planks' 

dimensions provide the proverbial ease of installation.  

For example, the patented Masterclic Plus end connection, which was develo-

ped in our company and the tried and tested longitudinal Uniclic connection. 

Thanks to Masterclic Plus even considerable plank lengths of 2 meters can be 

handled comfortably during installation.

masterclic plus

The patented system for fast laying and secure connection. The non-adhesive 

Masterclic Plus system works as follows:

1

3

2

4

Masterclic Plus 

The flooring is lowered right next to the 

neighbouring plank.

The tongue is only activated when the 

next row is laid.

After lowering, the flooring is not yet 

locked at the ends.

This results in a secure connection.

Link to Masterclic Plus:
www.meister.com/en/good-to-know/innovation/click-connection/
masterclic-plus.html 
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70

For the perfect finish –  
 details that simply match.

Lindura floors find their perfect finish in the MEISTER accessories range. Matching real wood veneer 

covered mouldings are available in three profiles coordinated to the surfaces. The modern square shaped 

mouldings in many surfaces and the classic Hamburg skirting board can be combined with all floors and 

harmoniously round off the overall impression. 

LINDURA® | ClicK SyStem | aCCeSSoRieS

Skirting board profile 1 MK (42mm) Skirting board profile 2 PK (50mm) Skirting board profile 3 PK (60mm)

Skirting board profile 13 PK (120mm), 12 PK (100mm), 11 PK (80mm), 10 PK (60mm)Skirting board profile 9 PK (80mm), profile 8 PK (50mm)

Skirting board profile 16 MK (80mm), 15 MK (60mm), 14 MK (38mm) Skirting board profile 17 (70mm)



|  

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

You can find larger images of installed areas at www.meister.com

Cognac rustic oak 
8415 | brushed

Pure larch lively 8419 
brushed

Café latte rustic  
oak 8414 | brushed

Larch lively 8418
brushed

Pure rustic oak 8413 
brushed

Oak lively 8417 
brushed

Black washed rustic 
oak 8412 | brushed

Light clay grey oak 
lively 8416 
brushed 

Rustic oak 8410
brushed

Clay grey rustic oak 
8411 | brushed

|  1-Strip (plank)

|  6 Rustic surfaces, naturally oiled, 

with longitudinal irregular V-bevel 

and micro-bevel on the end

|  4 Lively surfaces, naturally oiled,  

with longitudinal V-bevel  

and microbevel on the end

|  Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty*  

20 years in living areas

|  Thickness: 11mm

|  Effective measurement:  

Oak: 2600 × 320mm | 2200 × 270mm 

Larch: 2600 × 320mm

Hd 300
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durable

thanks to the fusion of wood and high-tech materials

easy to clean

due to cleaning and protective impregnation in one working cycle

Spacious 

thanks to impressive château plank format

Stable 

thanks to the extremely resistant HDF middle layer

Healthy living

thanks to the use of natural materials

energy-saving

thanks to low thermal resistance

environmentally-friendly

thanks to the responsible use of raw materials

LINDURA® | ColleCTion | pRopeRTieS

Beautiful and also intelligent? 
    it is possible!

It could be easy to lose track of the many excellent properties of MEISTER 

Lindura wooden fl oors but you don't have to. We have allocated a symbol 

to every property that makes it easier for you to fi nd your way around. 
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MEISTER − a brand of MeisterWerke Schulte GmbH 

Johannes-Schulte-Allee 5 | 59602 Rüthen-Meiste | GERMANY

Phone + 49 2952 816-0 | Fax + 49 2952 816-66 | www.meister.com

© 2015 by meisterWerke Schulte GmbH
for reasons of printing technology, colours and structures may vary from the reproductions shown here. 
We reserve the right to make changes. no responsibility is assumed for errors.

We have been impressing with innovative products, practical system solutions and attractive 

designs for more than 80 years. We are constantly developing ourselves, our company and 

our range. As we know: you expect the best all the time. 

And that‘s what we want to give you.

meiSTeR is committed to its location.

We think internationally but remain a German company – 640 employees

guarantee Made in Germany premium quality day in day out.

meiSTeR is a leading innovator.

Intelligent ideas make us the driving force behind the industry – over 200 patents and 

utility models are impressive evidence of this.

meiSTeR accepts responsibility for the environment.

We act sustainably in all areas – careful product selection protects resources and the climate.

meiSTeR stands for specialist retail.

We focus on reliable partnerships with specialist retail and specialist trade – our ”100% PRO 

Producer/Dealer/Craftsmen“ network guarantees fi rst-class products, professional advice and 

expert assembly.

Every day a
 masterpiece

GB


